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The concept of efhciency (Pareto optimum) is used to formulate duality for 
multiobjective non-linear programs. The results are obtained for convex functions, 
p-convex (i.e., weakly convex and strongly convex) functions, and pseudoconvex 
functions. For the convex and p-convex functions a Wolfe type of dual is 
formulated, while for the pseudoconvex and p-convex functions, a Mond-Weir type 
dual is proposed. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRoO~JCTI~N AND PRELIMINARIES 
The aim of this paper is to use the concept of efficiency (Pareto 
optimum) to formulate duality relationships between the multiobjective 
non-linear program 
WP) Minimize VI(x), fi(x), . . . . fp@)) 
Subject to g(x) _I 0; 
(1) 
and the two dual multiobjective programs 
Wofi Vector Dual [ 111 
WVD) Maximize (fI(u) + y’du), . . . . fp(u) + Mu)) 
Subject to f zi Vfi(u) + Vy’g(u) = 0, (2) 
i=l 
y 2 0, (3) 
?izo,i=1,2 (...) p, i ri=l; (4) 
i= 1 
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Mend-Weir Vector Dual [6] 
(DVOP) Maximize (fi(u), fdu), . . . . fp(u)) 
Subject to (2) through to (4) and 
YMU) 2 0. (5) 
The functions f,: R” + BB, i = 1, 2, . . . . p and g: R -+ DB” are assumed to be 
differentiable. 
Optimization in (VOP), (WVD), and (DVOP) means obtaining efficient 
solutions for the corresponding programs. 
DEFINITION 1. A feasible solution x0 for (VOP) is efficient for (VOP) if 
and only if there is no other feasible x for (VOP) such that for some 
iE P= { 1,2, . . . . p} 
fitx) <fifi(xo) (6) 
and 
fib) 5 r,(x”, for all ie P. (7) 
In the case of maximization, the signs of the inequalities (6) and (7) are 
reversed (i.e., they become > and >=, respectively). 
For the case where TV, i= 1, 2, . . . . p, are all strictly positive, f,, i = 1, 
2, . . . . p, and g are convex; Weir [9] has used proper efficiency [3] to 
establish some duality results between (VOP) and (WVD). Also, Egudo 
[2] and Weir [9] have used proper efficiency to obtain duality 
relationships between (VOP) and (DVOP) where the multipliers ri, i= 1, 
2, . . . . p, are all strictly positive and a positive linear combination of the 
objective function components is assumed to be pseudoconvex. Recently 
Weir [lo] obtained a duality result between (VOP) and (DVOP) whereby 
the objective function components are pseudoconvex but their positive 
linear combination need not be pseudoconvex. 
In [2,9, lo], the proofs of strong duality results use the following 
Geoffrion [3] characterization of proper efficiency. 
LEMMA 1. If for some fixed 1~0 E Rp, x0 solves the single objective 
program 
(PA) Minimize Ay(x) 
Subject to g(x) 5 0; 
then x0 is properly efficient for (VOP). 
In this paper proofs for strong duality results will invoke the following. 
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LEMMA 2 (Theorem 4.1 of Chankong and Haimes [ 1)). x0 is an 
efficient solution for (VOP) if and only zf x0 solves 
MO) Minimize fk(x) 
Subject to h(x) 5 &(x0) for all j # k, 
g(x) 5 0; 
for each k = 1, 2, . . . . p. 
2. WOLFE VECTOR DUALITY 
Here we prove weak and strong duality relations between (VOP) and 
(WVD). First we consider a weak duality result when the functions are 
convex. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that for all feasible x for (VOP) and all feasible 
(24, 7, y) for (WY)), fj, i= 1, 2, . . . . p, and g are convex functions. If also 
either 
(a) zi >O for all i= 1, 2, . . . . p or 
(b) Cp=, 7ifi(-)+~~!l yjgj(-) is strictly convex at u, 
then the following cannot hold: 
and 
fjtx) 5 fjt”) + Y'd") for all jE P= { 1, 2, . . . . p} 63) 
fitx) <fit”) + Y’d”) for some i E P. (9) 
Proof: Suppose contrary to the result that (8) and (9) hold. Then since 
x is feasible for (VOP) and y 2 0, (8) and (9) imply 
J(x) + Y’dX) I J(u) + YMU) forall jEP (10) 
and 
fib) + Y’dX) <h(u) + Y’dU) for some i E P, (11) 
respectively. Now hypothesis (a) and Cf= 1 zi = 1 imply 
5 7i.L(x) + Y’dx)< 5 tif:i(U) + Y*gt”) (12) 
i= 1 i=l 
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and since f+ and g are convex and ti > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . p, y 2 0, it now 
follows from (12) that 
(X-U)’ i TiVfi(U)+Vy'g(U) 
( > 
<O, (13) 
i= I 
which contradicts (2). 
Also, since r, 2 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . p, and Cy=, T; = 1, (10) and (11) imply 
ic, ziL(x) + Y’g(x) 5 i 7ifif,(u) + Y’gt”). (14) 
i= 1 
Now (14) and hypothesis (b) imply (13), again contradicting (2). 1 
Next we state and prove a weak duality result between (VOP) and 
(WVD) under p-convexity. But first we define p-convex functions [7, 83. 
DEFINITION 2. A function f: R” -+ Iw is said to be p-convex [7,8] if 
there exists a real number p such that for each x, u E R” and 0 s 15 1, 
f(Ax+(l -/l)U)IRf(x)+(l-3b) f(u)-pi(l-J&) IIX--u1)2. 
For a differentiable function f: R” -+ R, f is p-convex if and only if for all x, 
UER” 
f(x)-f(u)l(x-UYVf(U)+p lb--ul12. 
If p is positive then f is said to be strongly convex [7, 8-J; and if p is 
negative then f is said to be weakly convex [S]. 
THEOREM 2 (Weak Duality). Assume that for all feasible x for ( VOP) 
and all feasible (u, z, y) for ( WVD), fi, i = 1, 2, . . . . p, are pi-convex and g,, 
j= 1, 2, . . . . m, are oj-convex. Zf also either 
(a) ?i > 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . . p and xf= 1 Tipi + EJ’!! 1 yjgj 2 0 or 
(bf IZf=~~iPi+ZJ’LI .Yjaj>Q 
then the following cannot hold: 
and 
fjtx) S fiC”) + Y’gt”) forall jEP={1,2,...,p} (15) 
f;(x) <fi(U) + Y%(U) for some i c P. (16) 
Remark 1. Hypothesis (a) can be interpreted as follows: when all the 
objective function multipliers are strictly positive then the linear com- 
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bination of the objective function components plus the non-negative linear 
combination of the constraint functions should be either convex or strongly 
convex. Hypothesis (b) can be interpreted as follows: the non-negative 
linear combination of the objective function components and the constraint 
functions should be strongly convex. These conditions are weaker than 
those in Theorem 1 because they allow some of the objective function com- 
ponents and constraint functions to be weakly convex [S] provided that 
their non-negative linear combination is either convex or strongly convex. 
Proof: Suppose contrary to the result that (15) and (16) hold. Then 
since x is feasible for (VOP) and y 2 0, (15) and (16) imply 
and 
fib) + Y’dX) s fib4 + Y’dU) forall jczP (17) 
&L(x) + Y’(X) <L(u) + Y’dU) for some i E P. (18) 
Now if hypothesis (a) holds, then from ?i > 0 for all iE P, (17), and (18) we 
obtain 
icl zifi(x) + Y’dx) i *i < ,c, zifi(“) + Y’d”) i zi 
i= 1 i=l 
and since Cp= r ri = 1, this inequality reduces to 
i$l zi(fi(x)-fi(u))+ Y’dx)-Y’g(u)<o’ (19) 
Now from (19), pi-convexity off.%, and rrj-convexity of g,‘s we obtain 
(x-~)‘(C7iv.(u)+vy’g(u)) 
+ i ZiPi+ f YjCj 
( 
IlX-Ul12<0 
i= 1 j=l ) 
and since by hypothesis (a), XT=, tipi + c,?= r yicrj 2 0, this implies 
txmulr( f zivf,(u)+ Y’Vg(u))<o, 
i= 1 
(20) 
which contradicts (2). 
Also from (17) (18) and ti 2 0, i= 1, 2, . . . . p, x7=, ?i = 1, we obtain 
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and since f:s are pi-convex and g,‘s are aj-convex, (21) implies 
(x-u)‘( f 7iv.,C(u)+vYr~~u)) 
i= 1 
+ i ripi+ 2 YjOj 
( 
IIX-Ullz~O~ (22) 
i= I j=l > 
Now by hypothesis (b), Cf= 1 ripi + I,“= I yje, > 0; hence (22) implies (20), 
again contradicting (2). 1 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that weak duality (Theorem 1 or 2) holds 
between (VOP) and (WVD). Zf (u’, r”, y”) is feasible for (WVD) with 
y”g(u”) = 0 and u” is feasible for ( VOP), then u” is efficient for ( VOP) and 
(u’, r”, y”) is efficient for (IWO). 
Proof: Suppose that u” is not efficient for (VOP); then there exists a 
feasible x for (VOP) such that for some ie P= { 1, 2, . . . . p), 
filx) < fi(uo) (23) 
and 
fj(x) SfjCuo) for all jE P. (24) 
By hypothesis y”‘g(uo) = 0, so (23) and (24) can be written as 
ftdtx) <fifi(uo) + Yozg(uo) for some i E P 
andfi(x)Sfi(u’)+ y”‘g(u’) for all j E P, 
respectively; and since (u’, r”, y”) is feasible in (WVD) and x is feasible for 
(VOP), these inequalities contradict weak duality (Theorem 1 or 2). 
Also suppose that (u’, TO, y”) is not efficient ofr (WVD). Then there 
exists a feasible (u, 7, y) for (WVD) such that for some ig P= (1, 2, ,.., p] 
fib) + Y'AU) > fi(UO) + YO'dUO) (25) 
and 
fjt”) + Y’d”) 2 fjtuo) + Y”‘duo) for all j E P; 
and since y”‘g(u”)=O, (25) and (26) reduce to 
fiC”) + Y’d”) ’ fituo) for some i E P 
(26) 
and 
fjb) + Y’&!(U) 2 f;(uO) for all jE P, 
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respectively. Since no is feasible for (VOP), these inequalities contradict 
weak duality (Theorem 1 or 2). Therefore no and (no, r”, y”) are efficient for 
their respective programs. 1 
THEOREM 3 (Strong Duality). Let x0 be an efficient solution for (VOP) 
and assume that x0 satisfies a constraint qual$cation [4, 51 for P,Je’) for at 
least one k = 1, 2, . . . . p; then there exist to E Iwp and y” E Iw” such (x0, z”, y”) 
is feasible for ( WVD) and y”g(x”) = 0. Zf also weak duality (Theorem 1 or 
2) holds between (VOP) and ( WVD) then (x0, TO, y”) is efficient for ( WVD). 
Proof. Since x0 is efficient for (VOP), from Lemma 2, x0 solves P&O) 
for all k = 1, 2, . . . . p. By hypothesis there exists a k E P = ( 1, 2, . . . . p> for 
which x0 satisfies a constraint qualification of P,(E’). Now from 
Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions [4,5] there exist rj 2 0 for all i # k and 
y 10 E R” such that 
fkfxo)+ C zivfi(xo)+ f Yjvgj(xo)=o, 
i#k j=l 
y ‘g( x0) = 0. 
(27) 
(28) 
Now dividing all terms in (27) and (28) by 1 + xi+k zi and setting 
and 
y”= y 
l+Ci+k*i 
10, 
we conclude that (x0, to, y”) is feasible for (WVD). Efficiency of (x0, r”, y”) 
for (WVD) now follows from Corollary 1. 1 
3. MOND-WEIR VECTOR DUALITY 
In this section we present weak and strong duality relations between 
programs (VOP) and (DVOP). The weak duality results are given under 
two conditions: one when objective function components are pseudoconvex 
and the constraint functions are quasiconvex and the other when the 
functions are p-convex. 
THEOREM 4 (Weak Duality). Assume that for all feasible X for (VOP) 
and all feasible (u, z, y) for (DVOP), y’g( . ) is quasiconvex at u. Zf also any 
of the following holds. 
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(a) T, > 0, VIE P = { 1, 2, . . . . p}, andfi, i = 1, 2, . . . . p, are pseudoconvex 
at 24; 
(b) z, > 0, for all i E P and Cp= 1 ti fi( ’ ) is pseudoconvex at u; 
(c) xy=, rifu( .) is strictly pseudoconvex at 24, 
then the following cannot hold: 
and 
h(x)gfi(u) ford jEP= {l, 2, . . . . p> (29) 
fj(x) <f;(u) for some iE P. (30) 
Proof. For each feasible x for (VOP) and each feasible (u, T, y) for 
(DVOP) we have y’g(x) - y’g(u) 5 0; and since y’g( . ) is quasiconvex at u 
this implies 
(x - y)’ Vy’g(u) 5 0. 
Applying (31) to C;=, ~~ VA(u) + Vy’g(u) = 0 yields 
(31) 
(x-u)’ f TiVfi(U)20. (32) 
i= 1 
Now suppose contrary to the result of the theorem that (29) and (30) hold. 
If 5, > 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . . p then (29) and (30) imply 
q&4 5 r,f,(u) for all jE P= { 1, 2, . . . . p} (33) 
and 
for some iE P, (34) 
respectively. Equations (33) and (34) also imply 
By hypothesis (a), i.e., f+ are pseudoconvex, (33) and (34) imply 
txMu)‘( i rivL~u))<o~ (36) 
i= 1 
contradicting (32). 
By hypothesis (b), i.e., Cp=, rjfi( .) is pseudoconvex at u, (35) implies 
(36), again contradicting (32). 
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Now from ri 2 0, i= 1, 2, . . . . p, (29), and (30) we obtain 
ic, riL(x)I i rifi(“) (37) 
i= 1 
and by hypothesis (c), i.e., Cp= 1 rifi( a) is strictly pseudoconvex, (37) 
implies (36), again contradicting (32). 1 
THEOREM 5 (Weak Duality). Assume that for all feasible x for (VOP) 
and all feasible (u, 2, y) for (DVOP), fi, i= 1, 2, . . . . p, are pi-convex and gj, 
j= 1, 2, .“, m, are aj-convex. Zf either 
(a) ri>OforalliEP={1,2,..., p}andCp,,zipi+Cj”=1yjojhO,or 
(b) Cf=l riPi+CJ’=l Yjoj>Q 
then the following cannot hold: 
fi(x) < fi(u) for some iE P= { 1, 2, . . . . p} (38) 
and 
fj(x) 5 fj(u) for all jE P. (39) 
Proof. Suppose contrary to the result that (38) and (39) hold; then for 
7i > 0 for each i = 1, 2, . . . . p, (38) and (39) imply 
ic, Ti/,(x)<,c, zifi(“); (40) 
and for ‘ci 2 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . p, (38) and (39) imply 
i$, zifi(x) 5 i zisi(“)m (41) 
i= I 
Now sincefis are pi-convex (40) and (41) imply 
(x-uY( i Tivfi(u))+(~,TiPi) Ilx-ul12<09 
i=l 
(42) 
txmu)‘( f  TivA(u))+(~l TiPi) Ilx-ul12~o~ 
i=l 
(43) 
respectively. Also, since (u, r, y) is feasible for (DVOP) and x is feasible for 
(VOP) we have 
y’g(x) - Yk(U) 5 0; (44) 
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and because gis are a,-convex (44) implies 
(X-u)‘Vy’g(u)+ JIx-uI(* f yjo, go. 
,= 1 
Now adding (42) and (45) and then applying hypothesis (a), i.e., 
(45) 
yield 
i Tivf;(u)+ f y,Vg,(4 <o, (46) 
i= I /=I 
which contradicts (2). Also, adding (43) and (45) and then applying 
hypothesis (b) yield (46), again contradicting (2). 1 
COROLLARY 2. Assume weak duality (Theorem 4 or 5) holds between 
( VOP) and (D VOP). Zf (u’, to, y”) is feasible for (DVOP) such that u” is 
feasible for (VOP), then u” is efficient for (VOP) and (u’, z”, y”) is efficient 
.for (DVOP). 
Proof First we show that u” is efficient for (VOP). Suppose that u0 is 
not efficient for (VOP); then there exists a feasible x for (VOP) such that 
(29) and (30) or (38) and (39) hold. But (u’, to, y”) is feasible for (DVOP); 
hence the result of weak duality (Theorem 4 or 5) is contradicted. 
Therefore u” must be efficient for (VOP). Similarly assuming that 
(u’, to, y”) is not efficient for (DVOP) leads to a contradiction, and hence 
(u’, z”, y”) is efficient for (DVOP). 1 
THEOREM 6 (Strong Duality). Let x0 be efficient for ( VOP) and assume 
that x0 satisfies a constraint qualification [4, 51 for P,(E’) for at least one 
k = 1, 2, . . . . p. Then there exist 7’~ Rp and y”e R” such that (x0, TO, y”) is 
feasible for (DVOP). I f  also weak duality (Theorem 4 or 5) holds between 
(VOP) and (DVOP) then (x0, TO, y”) is efficient for (DVOP). 
Proof. Since x0 is an efficient solution of (VOP), then from Lemma 2, 
x0 solves Pk(&‘) for each k = 1, 2, . . . . p. By hypothesis there exists at least 
one k = 1, 2, . . . . p such that x0 satisfies a constraint qualification [4, 51 for 
PJ&‘). From Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions [4, 51 we obtain r, 10 
for all i # k, and y 2 0 E R” such that 
vfk(X")+ C Ti Vfj(XO)+ Vy’g(X”)=O 
rfk 
y’g(sO) = 0. 
(47 1 
(48) 
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Now dividing (47) and (48) by 1 +Cigk Zi and defining 
i 
1 
’ = 1 +xifk Ti 
T, >o 
“’ T’=l+&k’i= 
for all j#k 
and 
Y 
y”=l+xi+kTi= 
’ 0, 
we conclude that (x0, to, y”) is feasible for (DVOP). The efficiency of 
(x0, TO, y”) for (DVOP) now follows from Corollary 2. 1 
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